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COARSE UNIFORM CONVERGENCE SPACES

R. J. GAZIK AND D. C. KENT

The coarse uniform convergence space is one which is
the coarsest member of its convergence class. Each con-
vergence space is compatible with a coarse uniform convergence
structure. The regular topological spaces can be characterized
as those whose coarse uniform convergence structures are
uniformly regular or, equivalently, as those convergence
spaces whose coarse uniform convergence structures are very
strongly bounded. Every coarse uniform convergence space
has a coarse completion. The coarse uniform convergence
spaces which have uniformly regular completions are precisely
the coarse uniform spaces.

0 Preliminaries* For any set X, let F(X) be the set of all

filters on X. The fixed ultrafilter generated by {x} will be denoted

by x. (We shall hereafter use "u.f." as an abbreviation for "ultra-

filter".) Let Δ be the diagonal in X x X; we denote by Δ the filter

{AQXx X:ΔQA}.

DEFINITION 0.1. A uniform convergence structure I on X is a
subset of F(X x X) which contains Δ, is closed under finite inter-
sections, and satisfies the additional conditions;

(a) Φ el implies Φ"1 e I ;
(b) Φel and Φ ̂  Ψ implies Ψe I;
(c) If Φ, Ψel and the composition Φoψ exists, then Φoψel.
We will use "u.c.s." as an abbreviation for "uniform convergence

structure" or "uniform convergence space", where the latter term
refers to a set equipped with a uniform convergence structure. The
notion of a u.c.s. was introduced by Cook and Fischer [1], and a
reader not already familiar with this notion can refer to [1] for
background information.

A filter Φ e F(X x X) is defined to be Δ-symmetric if Φ = Φ"1

and Δ ̂  Φ. The J-symmetric members of any u.c.s. I form a base

for I. A Cauchy filter for a u.c.s. (X, I) is a filter ^ e F(X) such

that J?~x J?~€ 7. A u.c.s. is totally bounded if every u.f. is Cauchy.

DEFINITION 0.2. A convergence structure q on a set X is a
function from F(X) into the power set of X satisfying the following
conditions:

(a) xe q(x), all x e X;
(b) xeqiJ^) and J ^ ; Sf implies xeq(^);
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(c) x e g(JH and x e g(5f) implies x e
If x e q(^~), then we write ^r—> x (read " . # " converges to x").

If some u.f. finer than ^" converges to x, then x is called on adherent
point of ^ T

Condition (c) of Definition 0.2 is often replaced by the weaker
condition "x e q(^) implies x e q(^~Λ #)" in defining the term "con-
vergence structure"; our use of the stronger condition is motivated
by the fact that Keller [2] has proved that each Hausdorff con-
vergence structure (in the sense of Definition 0.2) is compatible with
a u.c.s., and vice versa.

We will use the term space to mean convergence space, and
abbreviate convergence structure by "c.s.". Throughout this paper
we make the blanket assumption that all spaces are Hausdorff.

Given a u.c.s. (X, /), the associated c.s. q is obtained by desig-
nating {Φ(x): Φe 1} to be the set of basic filters which g-converge to
x. It should be noted that whenever ^*—>x, Φel, and Φ{&~) exists,
then Φ(^~)—+x; also note that Φ(^) always exists if Φ is Δ-
symmetric.

A u.c.s. is complete if every Cauchy filter converges. An excellent
study of completions of u.c.s.'s can be found in [5].

A space is regular if cλj^—>x whenever ά^ ~*x. Here, "cl"
denotes the closure operator of the space; we use "cP1" to denote the
n-th interation of the closure operator. When used on the product
(X, q) x (X, q), the closure operator is always assumed to be relative
to the product c.s.. A u.c.s. (X, I) is uniformly regular if c l Φ e l
whenever Φ e I. It is clear that the c.s. associated with a uniformly
regular u.c.s. is regular. More can be said if the u.c.s. is uniformly
regular and totally bounded, but first some more definitions are needed.

Let (X, q) be a space. The filter obtained by intersecting all
filters which converge to x is called the ^-neighborhood filter at x,
and denoted by t^(x). If ^4^q(x)-^x for all x in X, then q is called
a pretopology. The finest pretopology coarser than q is denoted πq
and is characterized by: ΛΊfa) — ~/Kq(x), for all xeX. Note that
πq is a topology iff the closure operator for q (or, equivalently, for
πq) is idempotent. A space (X, q) is said to be almost topological if:
(1) q and πq have the same convergence relative to u.f.'s; (2) πq is
a topology.

PROPOSITION 0.3. If (X, /) is a uniformly regular and totally
bounded u.c.s. and q the associated c.s., then (X, q) is almost
topological.

Proof. Let ^ be an u.f., &"^ ^Γq(x). Then x ^ cl J*~% Since I
is totally bounded, ^ x ^ e / ; since I is uniformly regular, cl
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= cl &~ x cl &* e I. But x ^ cl &~ implies cl jr^ (cl
. So cl^""—>x, hence &~~*x. Thus g and πg have the

same u.f. convergence.

Let x 6 cl2 A. Then there is an u.f. ^~—• x such that
By Lemma 2.1, [3], there is an u.f. gf containing A such that
J?~^ clgf. Note that * ;> cl J ^ cl2 gf. Thus, since cl2 gf x cl2 gf =
cl2(gf x gf) e I, we have gf ^ (cl2 gf x cl2 gf )(ά), and so gf -> a?. Thus
a? e cl A. This proves that πq is a topology, and the proof is com-
plete.

1* Coarse uniform convergence structures* Given a space (X, q),
let [q] denote the set of all u.c.s.'s on X compatible with q. It is
well known (see [2] or [5]) that [q] contains a finest element I9; I9

has a base consisting of filters of the form ΔA (Aί-^Γχ -^7: i =
1, , w}), where each ^7—• a?4, and *< :> ,^7, for i = 1, ••-,%.
Those u.c.s.'s which are finest elements of their respective convergence
classes will be called fine u.c.s.'s. Note that a fine u.c.s. I9 is
always complete, and is uniformly regular whenever q is regular.
Similarly, I will be called a coarse u.c.s. if Je [q] and Jis the coarsest
u.c.s. in [q]. The coarse member of [q] (if it exists) is denoted by
Iq.

PROPOSITION 1.1. For any space (X, q), Iq exists and is generated
by the collection & = {Φ e F(X x X): Φ is J-symmetric and Φ{^) —• a?
whenever

Proof. It is easy to see that & is closed under finite compo-
sitions and finite intersections; thus & is the base for a u.c.s / on
X. From the construction of &, it is clear that Je[q], If Ie [q],
Φe I, and J^* —• x, ΦJ-symmetric, Φ{^) —> x; thus Φ e J, and it
follows that J = Iq is the coarsest member of [q].

PROPOSITION 1.2. If (X, q) is a compact topological space and
T^ the unique uniformity compatible with (X, q), then

Iq = {Φe F(X x X): Φ ̂  T) .

Proof. Let Ssf be an u.f. such that sx? e Iq. Since X x X is
compact, J*f must converge, and by the Hausdorff property, J ^
converges to an element of the form {x, x) in I x X. Let pu p2 be
the two projection maps from X x X onto X. Then Jϊf^p1Jϊfx
p2j^f^ T\ since 7Γ is the filter of neighborhoods of Δ. Since each
member of Iq is an intersection of u.f.'s in Iq, the result is established.
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If q, p are convergence structures on X and q Ξ> p, then Ig ^> Ip.
The following example shows that the coarse u.c.s.'s are not so well-
behaved.

EXAMPLE 1.3. Let (Y, r) be a completely regular topological
space which is not locally compact, and let (X, q) be a T2 compacti-
fication of (Y, r) such that Y Q X. Let p be the topology on X such
that the p-neighborhood filter ^Vl(y) at y e Y is generated by ^K(v)
(considered as a filter base on X), and with ^y]>{x) — x for x e X — Y.
Note that q ^ p, and also that Iq is generated by T\ the unique
uniformity for (X, q). Let Δx be the diagonal in X x X, and let J
be the u.c.s. on X generated by {Φ Λ Δx: Φ e Ir}. If /g ^ IP, then
Jg ^ J; in other words, T ^ Ψ for all ?F e J. Consequently, 3^| Γ X F ^ Φ,
for all Φelr. This implies that (Γ, r) has a coarsest compatible
uniformity, contrary to the assumption that (Y", r) is not locally
compact. Thus Iq S Ip-

Let X be any set. For any finite cover ^ of X, let Hc =
U {A x A: Ae <£*}, and let Δ* be the filter on X x X generated by
{Hc: 9f a finite cover of X}. Reed, [6], defined a u.c.s. (X, I) to be
strongly bounded if zί* e l . If ^ i s any u.f. on X, then J ^ x ^ " ^ Δ*\
thus a strongly bounded space is totally bounded. Since z/*(^) = g^
for all 2^ e ^(X), the next result is an immediate consequence Propo-
sition 1.1.

PROPOSITION 1.4. Each coarse u.c.s. is strongly bounded.

We define a u.c.s. (X, I) to be very strongly bounded if cl z/* e /.
Note that if [q] contains any very strongly bounded member, then
Iq is very strongly bounded.

The next theorem gives several characterizations of a T3 topological
space in terms of its compatible coarse u.c.s..

THEOREM 1.5. The following statements about a space (X, q) are

equivalent:
(1) (X, q) is a regular topological space]
(2) Iq is uniformly regular]
(3) Iq is very strongly bounded)
(4) There is a Δ-symmetric filter Φelq such that, for each

AQXx X, c lA= f[{VoAoV: VeΦ}.

Proof. (2) implies (3). This follows immediately from Proposition
1.4. (3) implies (4). Let Φ = cl zf*; by assumption, Φ e Ig. First note
that for any u.f. , / on I , / ' x JT"^ J*. Thus, if
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%) X C J ^ Λ *) ^ c l j ^ X Cl ̂ ^ C U * = Φ

Let A £ X x X, and let (x, y) e cl A. Then there is an u.f.
-* (#, 1/) such that A e S*f. By the observations of the preceding

paragraph, x x pιJ^f^ Φ and p 2 j / x y ^Φ. Given F G Φ , choose
TFe j ^ such that {x} x ^ T F S Fand p2W,x {#} £ F. Since WΓ)AΦ0,
it follows immediately that (x, #)G V°A<>V. Thus,

c l A S ΓlίFoAoF: F G Φ } .

Conversely, let (x, y)e F° A<> V, all F e Φ . Choose (av,bv)eA,
(x, av)e V, and (bv, y)e V. The filter j / o n l x l generated by
the net (αF, 6F)reΦ has the properties: 4 e J / and jy—•(#, ?/). Thus
(x, ?/) e cl A.

(4) implies (2). If Φelg is as indicated in (4) and ¥ e Iq, then
clψ ^φoψoφ, which implies that clΨe Ig.

(2) implies (1). By Proposition 0.3, Iq is almost topological. Thus,
clJ* has a filter base of sets of the form {H^: <& a finite cover of X
by closed subsets of X}. Since (2) and (3) are equivalent, clz/*e/g.
It is therefore sufficient to show that (cl J*)(x) is the πg-neighborhood
filter at x, for all xe X. This will establish that q is a topological
space; that (X, q) is regular follows from the fact that Iq is uniformly
regular.

Let B = U {Ai x Ail i = 1, , n} be a basic member of clJ*,
where Alf -—,An are closed. Then xeAt for some ί, say xeAx.
If AiG^f^g^), we are done; otherwise, there is an u.f. &—>x such
that Ax g ^ . Thus some other Aj9 say A2, is in 5^ and, since all of
the Aίfs are closed, x G A2. We can continue in this way until we
either find an At eyK*πq(x), or else show that xe At for all i. Either
way, it follows that B(x) e ^Kq(x).

(1) implies (3). By Proposition 1.1, it is sufficient to show that
(cl Δ*){&~) —* x whenever t^

r—• x. Given ^~—* x, let V be a closed
neighborhood of x. Let Z7 be an open neighborhood of x such that
UQ V. Choose JFG J^such that F £ U. Then

B = (V x F) U (Co EΓ x Co U) e cl Δ* ,

and β(F) = F. This implies that (cl Δ*){^~) ^ ^ς(x), and the proof
of Theorem 1.5 is complete.

2* Completions of coarse uniform convergence structures*
From the study of uniform spaces, it is well known that locally
compact topological spaces are the only ones which have a compatible
"coarse uniformity", and that, when it exists, a coarse uniformity
has a one-point completion which yields the one-point compactification
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of the space. In this section, we establish analogous results for coarse
u.c.s.'s.

Starting with a space (X, q), let ^q be the set of all Cauchy
filters relative to Iq. Two Cauchy filters ^ & are said to be equiva-
lent if &~/\ ̂  is a Cauchy filter (which is the same thing as saying
c ^ x & elq). Reed, [5], has shown that the set of Cauchy equivalence
classes can be regarded as the underlying set for any completion of
a u.c.s.. In particular, if all nonconvergent Cauchy filters of a u.c.s.
(X, J) are in the same equivalence class, then every completion of
(X, J) is necessarily a one-point completion.

In accordance with the convention adopted in the preliminary
section, the term "completion" means Hausdorff completion.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (X, q) be a space. Then &~ e <t^q iff
converges, or else J^ is nonconvergent and has no adherent points.

Proof. Assume that &~ e ̂ q, and let &~ have an adherent point
x. Then there is an u.f. 5^ and that %?-+x and gf ^ ^ 7 Since
(S?Λ&) y^~Φ φy if follows from the properties of a Cauchy structure
(see [2] or [5]) that ^ 7 \ * e ^ , and so

Conversely, assume that ^ is a nonconvergent Cauchy filter with
no adherent point. Let Ψ#- = Δ A (^ x &~). If &'-*&, it is easy
to see that Ψ^(&) = &-+ x, and so Ψ^ e Iq by Proposition 1.1. Thus,

PROPOSITION 2.2. For any space (X, q), there is exactly one
equivalence class of nonconvergent Iq-Cauchy filters Consequently,
each completion of (X, Iq) is a one-point completion.

Proof. Let ^ & be nonconvergent filters without adherent
points, and let ^ = i Λ ( ^ x 5^)Λ(5^x J H If ^ — α , then it
is easy to check that Ψ>,y(^) = £ίf—*x. Thus, by Proposition 1.1,
Ψjr,&elq. This proves that ^ and <& are in the same Cauchy
equivalence class.

Let (X, q) be a noncompact convergence space, a ? X, and let
Y = X{j {a}. Define p to be the finest c.s. on Y satisfying the
following conditions:

(1) If x G X, then ^ r — x in (Y, p) iff &*\Σ -> a? in (X, ?);
(2) JΓ-^a in (Γ, jp) iff ^ " ^ ^ Λ ά , where gf contains X and

& \x has no adherent points relative to (X, q).
Clearly, (7, p) is a Hausdorff one-point compactification of (X, q).

THEOREM 2.3. Every noncomplete, coarse u.c.s. (X, Iq) has a
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coarse one-point completion.

Proof. The space (Y, p) constructed in the preceding paragraph
is compact, and therefore (Y, Iq) is complete. We will show that
(7, Ip) is a completion of (X, Iq).

Let Jq = Ip\xxx) clearly Jq ^ Iq. Let Φ e Iq. To show that Φ e Jq,
it is sufficient to show that Ψ = Φ A Δγ e Ip. Let ^—> x in (Y, p). If
x Φ α, then ?Γ(t^) has exactly the same convergence properties in
(Γ, p) as does Φ(^T) in (X, <?) (where ^ = ̂ \x). Since <P(^ί)-+a?
in (X, q), Ψ(^)-^x in (Γ, p). If a = α, then ^ has no adherent
point in (X, q). Ψ{^) could fail to converge to a only if Ψ(&~) \x

had an adherent point relative to (X, q). If this were the case, then
there would be an u.f. ? on I such that G ;> Φ{^[) and ^-^x
in (X, g). But then, we would have ^ Γ x ^ ^ Φ, which would imply

»# in (X, g), a contradiction. Thus ?Γ(^-)—>α in (Y, p), and

The concluding theorem shows that the coarse u.c.s.'s which have
uniformly regular completions are precisely the coarse uniform spaces.

THEOREM 2.4. The following statements about a space (X, q), are
equivalent.

(1) (X, q) is a locally compact regular topological space.
(2) (X, Iq) has a uniformly regular completion.
( 3 ) Iq is a coarse uniformity.

Proof. (1) implies (3). Under the assumptions of (1), the com-
pactiίication (Γ, p) constructed above is the usual topological one-
point compactification. From Proposition 1.2, it follows that Ip is a
uniformity. But it is shown in the proof of Theorem 2.3 that (X, Iq)
is a subspace of (Y, Ip), as so (X, Iq) is also a uniformity.

(3) implies (2). Obvious.
(2) implies (1). A uniformly regular completion of (X, Iq) induces

a regular completion of the Cauchy structure ^ q . By Theorem 3.4,
[4], it follows that there is a uniformity <%f e [q] such that ^ ^ Φ
for all Φ G Iq. But then (X, q) must be compatible with a coarse
uniformity, which establishes that (X, q) is locally compact and
regular.
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